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Features of Foodie365Cloud
1.

Table Billing
 Quick and simplified billing process lets you process more number of orders in a

short time.

2.

3.

Takeaway & Delivery


Takeaway and Delivery module is designed to accept orders easily.



Assign orders to your Delivery Boys and track their status real-time.

Order Management


Automatic update of orders received via ordering tools.



Eliminate manual labor of updating orders with the respective outlets upon
taking orders.



5.

Online Ordering


Accept customers of all nationalities by accepting all types of currencies.



Multi-currency support also helps you expand your business globally.

Feedback Management


Show your customers that you care by asking for their feedback.



Get specific feedback from customers based on the food they ordered, the
service, ambiance, etc.



Analyze the performance of the dishes based on the customer feedback.
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4.

Keep track of payments and revenues generated via each online ordering platform.
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6.

7.

Multi Currency Support


Attract customers of all nationalities by accepting all types of currencies.



Multi-Currency support also helps you expand your business globally.

Table Reservations


Let your customers reserve the table of their choice through Table Reservation
feature.



Customers can view and pre-book the table even before the arrive at your
restaurant.

8.

Inventory Tracking


Our smart Inventory Management Module helps you keep a tight control on
the Stock and works to prevent wastage and theft.

9.

Central Kitchen Management
 Manage the overall circulation of raw materials from the Base Kitchen to the
various outlets with ease through our Central Kitchen Management feature.

10. Raw Material Management


Keep a track of the Stock requirements through our Raw Material

11. Recipe Management


Maintain consistency across your outlets with the help of Recipe Management.



Keep a track of the Stock consumed based on the recipe of each dish.
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Management.
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12. Multi-store Management


Manage your Franchise outlets by receiving their Stock requirement
automatically.



View Purchase Orders and order for more Stock based on their requirements.

13. Reporting and Analytics


Keep a tight control on the daily consumption by viewing the Variance
Reports.



Forecast sales and raw material consumption based on the data.



View Profit and Loss reports and make data-driven decisions to optimize your
restaurant operations and improve sales.

14. Anti-Theft
 Reduce the theft and pilferage happening at your restaurant with the help of
our strong Anti-Theft Module.
 Create roles and permissions for each task, thus eliminating the scope of
internal thefts.

15. Mobile Reporting
 Our Mobile reporting following allows you to view your entire restaurant’s
 It helps you reduce the dependency on your Restaurant Manager for the sales
reports.

16. Customized Reporting
 Create custom reports as per your needs to make smart decisions for your
restaurant business.
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report on your mobile, real-time.
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17. Graphical Analytics
 View simple, and easy to understand graphical representation of data for
quick analysis.

18. Offline Reporting
 We provides Offline reporting feature that lets the software work smoothly
even in the case of an internet outage.

19. Hourly Reports
 Keep a track of your restaurant’s sales even when you are not physically
present at your restaurant.
 View hourly reports and stay updated about your business at all times.

20. SMS & Email Updates
 Get instant SMS & Email updates of your restaurant business.
 Create SMS & Email alerts for the reports and details that you want to view
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real-time on your mobile.
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